
Talk Moves
Promoting Rich Discussion in the Classroom



The 3 parts of this session...

1. Tim will share his research about student talk

1. What are “Talk Moves” and how can we use them

1. Tim will share the research that other team members are 
doing and what you should be hearing from your 
students



Role of Student Discussion in MELs….

The three “spheres” of activity for scientists 
(NRC, 2012, p. 45)

Evaluative reasoning is 
foundational to many—if not all—
scientific practices (Ford, 2015)



Provides a social context for scientific 
discourse…

… but do we get them to write 
about what they talk about?



What strategies do you use?

How do you get THIS? Instead of THIS?



Tim’s research…

Looks at the alignment of MEL group discourse and written 
explanations around evaluation

Subset of MEL research participants with transcripts
Quantitatively-

Impact of student discourse quality on predictive structural 
equation modeling
Qualitatively-

Text comparison analysis of transcripts and explanation tasks



Framing… 

Discourse

Sociocultural Discourse Analysis
Mercer (2004)
Language as a tool of culture
Archetypes of Talk

Cumulative
Exploratory
Disputational

Evaluation

Lombardi, Brandt et al. (2016)
Identifies 4 levels of evaluation

Erroneous
Descriptive
Relational
Critical



Constructs...

Plausibility [pre and post]- from the Model Plausibility Rating and 
Explanation Task

Evaluation- from the written explanation on the Explanation Task

Knowledge [pre and post]- from our knowledge surveys (research only)

Quality of Conversation (New!)- Type of discourse, level of evaluation, 
participation rate



Our model...



My new model...



The results



Implications for teaching...

The eSEM indicates a pathway from QoC to post-plausibility through 
evaluation.
It would be advantageous for teachers to pay attention to the nature 
and the quality of discourse used by their students, as well as 
participation.



Role of Student Discussion in MELs….

● In order to process, make sense of, and learn from their ideas, 
observations, and experiences, students must talk about them….Talk 
forces students to think about and articulate their ideas. (Ready, Set, 
Science, p.88)

● Talk supports deeper reasoning and encourages students to reason with 
evidence (Talk Science Primer, p. 4)

● ….This kind of classroom discourse leads to deeper engagement in the 
content under discussion and surprisingly elaborated, subject matter–
specific reasoning by students who might not normally be considered able 
students (Innovations in Educational Psychology, p. 174)

Importance of Discourse in Science….



Challenges in Facilitating Discourse

Changing long-standing discourse patterns in 
the classroom is not a simple undertaking. 
Students and teachers will require extensive 
modeling and ongoing support to become 
comfortable and competent with more effective 
talk formats. (Ready, Set, Science, p. 90)
Reasoned discourse is a habit, a way of life. It 
must be socialized, learned by living daily for 
many months and years in an environment that 
expects such behavior, supports it, and rewards 
it in overt and subtle ways. (Innovations in 
Educational Psychology, p. 172)



Elements of Academically Productive Talk

• Belief that students can do it
• Well established ground rules
• Clear academic purposes
• Understanding of the academic 

content
• Framing questions and follow up
• Appropriate talk format 

(participation structures)
• Use set of strategic “Talk Moves”

(Talk Science Primer, p. 2)



Strategies for Discussion… “Talk Moves”

Video LINK

https://www.edutopia.org/video/encouraging-academic-conversations-talk-moves


What are “Talk Moves?”

• Strategies that encourages 
participation, conversation, and 
collaboration

• Open ended discussion prompts
• Require active listening
• Create a classroom culture where 

students are regularly expected 
to speak, listen, and respond to 
one another
Require direct instruction and 

MUST be modeled! READY, SET, SCIENCE (P. 91)



STRATEGIES

Share & Clarify
• Turn & talk….
• Can you say more about…?
• What did you mean by….?
• Are you saying that….?
• Can you give an example….?

• That’s okay… take your time!

Rephrase & Repeat

• Can you repeat what was said 
in your own words?

• What do you think she/he 
meant by….?

• What does that mean?
• What is another way of saying 

that?
Time to Think



STRATEGIES

Agree/Disagree
• What do others think?
• Do you agree or disagree? 
• Are you saything the same 

thing or something different?
• How is your idea different?
• Can you respond to that idea?

Adding On

• Can you add to that idea?
• Can someone take that idea 

and add to it?
• How would you build on that 

idea?



STRATEGIES

Evidence & Reasoning

• Why do you think that?
• What’s your evidence?
• How did you arrive at that 

conclusion?
• How does the evidence relate 

to your claim?
• Say more about that….

Challenge or Counter

• Does it always work that way?
• What makes that a good 

example?
• How does that idea compare 

to his/her idea?
• What if it had been… instead?



Promoting Discourse

Provide graphic organizers and 
checklists to students



Negotiation within Argumentation: 
What is NEGOTIATION? 

• A subset of argumentation, where students present a position, agree or disagree 
with each other by offering explanations and counter arguments, and reach 
conclusions through civil discourse and conversation (Chen & Steenhoek, 2013; 
Nussbaum, 2021).

• One way to co-construct knowledge via argumentative discourse Baker (2009)
• social negotiation of scientific evidence and claims allows students to deepen their 

understanding of Scientific knowledge and how consensus.
• Allows for the  construction of scientific knowledge as a result of collaborative 

discourse Chen (2011) 
Central to engagement in the practice of argumentation.



Important in the co-construction 
of scientific knowledge
Desired outcome of scientific 
argumentation
Requires collaborative discourse

Building Consensus through Negotiation

BUT….what does that look like?



Systemic Functional 
Linguistics:  
• multi-layered theory of 

language
• meaning is expressed through 

the structure and function of 
language

• grammatical structures give 
meaning to language

• lexical choices made in 
conversation reveal meaning

Analyzing Discourse through SFL
(Governor et al., 2021; Donna Governor, Doug Lombardi, Catie Duffield) 



Students softened negotiations by:
1. Modality used most often to soften assertions through terms such as:

could, kind of, maybe, I think,  I feel for Inclination.
2. As a negotiation progressed, modal terms moved from tentative to 

greater certainty (would, should, probably) - indicates more confidence
3. Successful negotiations used more questions (>20%) compared to 

unsuccessful (5%)
4. Using polar interrogatives - questions with yes/no responses serves to 

soften negotiation - successful negotiations used more 
5. Unsuccessful negotiations involved strategies that shut down 

collaboration: interruptions, dominance, double polarity, confrontational 
moves to force early closure

FINDINGS?



LISTEN to student discourse
• Constructive patterns - asking questions (especially polar interrogatives), 

turn taking, progressing modulation (degrees of certainty)
• Destructive patterns - dominance, interruptions, cutting off, few 

questions, early closure, off topic, double polarity (negatives), dismissing 
claims

TEACH constructive discourse
• Turn taking - balanced interaction
• Asking questions (esp. polar interrogatives)
• Making moves that encourage elaboration or extend  ideas
• Present claims, offer rebuttals, present qualifiers 
• Modeling!

Implications



Based on the information presented, in the chat box we’d like to hear 
your ideas for teaching constructive discourse.
1. How can you model or monitor student discussions in a group 

activity to 
2. What ideas do you have for teaching students constructive 

negotiations?
Please answer one or the other, using the number.

CONCLUSIONS


